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Cautions

Guideline for safe and efficient use, please read this information before using your Sport Bluetooth headset. These instructions are intended for your safety, please follow these guidelines.

1. Do not drop, throw or strike your handset.
2. Do not make your handset close to benzene, thinner and other chemical materials.
3. Do not make your handset close to magnetic material.
4. Do not expose your handset to extreme sunshine and high humidity.
5. Do not attempt to disassemble or modify your handset.
6. Do select right volume, if you feel a drumming in the ears, please adjust low volume or stop using it.
7. Do not dispose the package, battery and waste electronic equipment.
Introduction
This is an Intelligent Music Sports Headset. You can use it to connect with your phone to:
- Answer incoming calls or making calls
- As a MP3 player
- As a pedometer
- As a FM radio

You can also connect the headset with other Bluetooth compatible devices to listen to music. When disconnected, Bluetooth headset is a separate MP3 player, FM radio and Pedometer, etc.

Graphic
Press and hold for a few seconds: decrease the volume.
3. Play/Pause Key
   Play/Pause latest media used.
4. Micro USB port
   Insert a USB cable to transfer files or charge the battery.
5. Power button
   Press and hold for a few seconds to turn on/off the headset.
   Short press: change mode within Bluetooth, local music and FM radio.
6. Micro TF card tray
7. Answer Key
   Press to answer incoming calls or search channels. Press and hold for a few seconds to reject incoming calls or start and stop pedometer in any modes.
8. Guiding lamps
   Red lamp, green lamp, blue lamp.
9. Microphone

Basic
Charging the battery
When using your handset in the first time, you should charge it for approximately 2 hours. Use the supplied USB cable.
- Connect headset to a power outlet using the supplied cable and USB power adapter.

Turning on and off
Turn on the headset
- Press and hold the Power button until the red lamp lights up (Marked words “Welcome to use P3”).
Turn off the headset
- Press and hold the Power button until the red lamp twinkles quickly (Marked words “Thank you to use, bye bye”).
Selecting a music source

Before playing music, you should select a music source. The headset can play music from the following sources:

- A paired Bluetooth compatible device, such as a phone.
- Local music from intelligence Music Sports Headset. (Insert a Micro TF card).
- The FM radio.

Operation
1. Turn on the headset.
3. Press play/pause key to play or pause.
4. Press Next key or Return key to select the music that you need.

Getting started

Pairing headset with a phone

Before you can use a Bluetooth device with headset, you must first pair them. After successfully pairing, the headset connects automatically to the phone as soon as the headset is turned on and within range.

The modes of headset: Bluetooth status, local music and FM radio

Bluetooth status
1. Turn on the headset.
2. Select headset device from mobile phone Bluetooth, pair and connect it.
3. After successful connection, short press Play/Pause key to play/pause the music in the mobile phone.
4. Short press the Return key/Next key to the previous track/next track. Press and hold Return key/Next key for a few seconds to increase/decrease the volume.

! If the headset has been paired with a device, it will automatically pair with the previous devices when it gets started.
! If the headset disconnect with mobile phone suddenly, you can short press the Play/Pause key to connect the mobile phone under Bluetooth mode or active connect headset under the mobile phone Bluetooth.

! The first pairing, the headset will require to read your phone contact list. Please choose “Yes”, otherwise it is unable to make contact list sync. After choosing it, you can hear the words “syncing” in the headset.
! Turn on the headset, it syncs every time. This process will continue for a few seconds, please be patient. The headset will delete contact list automatically every time after turning off to ensure the privacy of contact list.

Local music statue

1. Install a Micro TF card.
2. Short press the Power key transfer to the local music mode.
3. Short press the Play/Pause key to play/pause the local music.
4. Short press the Return key/Next key to the previous track/next track. Press and hold Return key/Next key for a few seconds to decrease/increase the volume.

! When you first use the local music mode, song list will be refreshed. The process will continue for a few minutes. Please be patient. When it is successful, the music would play automatically.

! When a Micro TF is extracted every time, the mode would move to the FM radio. When a Micro TF is inserted again, the local song list would be refreshed again.

**FM radio Statue**

1. Short press the Power key to transfer to the FM radio mode.
2. Short press the Answer key to search channels and record the channels.
3. Short press Play/Pause key to open FM radio.
4. Short press the Return key/Next key to the previous channel/next channel. Press and hold the Return key/Next key for a few second to decrease/increase the volume.

Installing the necessary applications

If you want to use all headset's function maximum, you should download an application in your phone. If you do not install this applications, you can not take full advantage of the headset's functions.

There have four ways to download:
1. Scanning the QR code on the packing box
2. From website http://download-erunning.yy845.com/
3. From the official website.
4. Iphone users can search and download the App named “Emove” from App Store directly.
How to use the Bluetooth headset

After pairing the headset with your phone, you can operate a range of tasks with your headset. For example, you can answer/hang up calls; you can open the FM radio; you can play music and so on.

Phone calls

Name and number will be broadcast when you use the headset. When you hear the words, you can short press the Answer Key to answer/hang up calls or press and hold the Answer Key for a few seconds to reject calls.

Pedometer function

Press and hold the Answer Key for a few seconds can start pedometer function under any modes. If you want to stop pedometer function, you can press and hold the Answer Key for a few seconds again. When the pedometer function stops, you can hear the total sport time and steps. (The number of calories needs to use with APK.)

! Record step function only for recreation, physical fitness purposes, not for medical purposes.

! Download APK software can enable pedometer function more useful, and also can share in the major social platform.

Guiding lamps

Red lamp: 1. When you charge your headset, the red lamp lights up. After the battery reach 100% full, the red lamp puts out.
2. When the pedometer starts, the red lamp twinkles slowly.

3. When the headset starting up, the red lamp lights up for eight seconds. When the headset power off, the red lamp twinkles quickly.

Blue lamp:
Under the Bluetooth mode, the blue lamp twinkles quickly to wait for pairing. After connecting successfully, the blue lamp twinkles slowly. One minute and a half later, the blue lamp enters Hibernation.

Green lamp:
Under the local music mode and FM radio mode, the green lamp twinkles slowly. One minute and a half later, the blue lamp enters Hibernation.

Transmitting your music files
You can insert a Micro TF card into the sport Bluetooth headset. After connecting with Micro USB port, you can transfer music from your computer to the file named My Music in Micro TF card, then you can listen to the music from the headset.

New Features

Download and install applications in your phone, you can use Bluetooth functions. For example, you could set your height, weight and age in pedometer, and then it could calculate your steps, calories and check your ranking among your circle of your friends. You could share this information in many social platforms.

Troubleshooting

No connection to the phone
● Make sure that the headset has power and the phone is within range. A maximum distance is 10 meters and no solid objects are in between. If necessary, please reset it when you check the Bluetooth connection.

Can not play songs in the headset

● Make sure that your phone is paired with the headset. You must restart the headset.
● Make sure that the correct music source is

Can not open the radio in the headset

● Make sure that the FM radio is selected as the music source.

The handset turns off automatically.
The battery level is too low. The headset beeps before it turns off. Please charge the battery.

Only press the Play/Pause Key twice can listen to the music in the mobile phone?

If it is sure the connection between the headset and mobile phone, it needs to press the Play/Pause Key twice. The first time is to ensure the connection between the headset and mobile phone, the second time to play music in the mobile phone.

If Primo 3 is not use in a long term, please charge it at regular intervals in avoid of battery damage.